
 

Sonic Generations Infinite Rings Mod [VERIFIED]

sonic 2 was originally released on gamecube and playstation 2 in 2004, and as such is a native 16:9 ratio game. to get it running at 1080p on modern displays, the team increased the aspect ratio of the game to 4:3, and the results look as slick and refined as it did 16 years ago. it's worth
noting that this aspect ratio change does not affect the resolution of the game. the level of detail in the final release looks as impressive as it did 16 years ago. sonic 2 is a real treat, and we hope to see more of this 4k remaster added to future sonic efforts. however, sonic generations isn't

just a good game that looks like its 16 years old. it also offers a wealth of performance enhancements that most modern games simply don't have. it's a combination of a custom hd engine - the same one that powers the sonic mania levels - with enhancements built-in. for example,
enemies will no longer move through a level if the player is at the same spot for too long. if the player is at the bottom of a hill or some other place where the player could be standing still for long periods of time, the game will move the camera to a different point to ensure that the player

never has a moment of standing still. this helps to make the game more enjoyable without a second thought. when you take this into consideration, the game still offers some impressive results. the game looks stunning on high-end displays, and the settings are mostly unnoticeable.
however, when you compare it to the best looking titles out there, sonic generations still looks like it was made back in 2011, and not 2018. for example, the game looks good on 4k displays but still pales in comparison to the next-gen final fantasy xv on the same hardware. to demonstrate

the difference, here's a 1080p comparison of the two games, via hd ninja (and of course, we've added the 16:9 option to the 720p comparison):
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there are plenty of things sonic generations gets right. the running is exceptionally smooth, and the jumping is really satisfying. sonic's speed is also quite high, and you can use it to blast through stages without having to worry about getting hit by enemies or objects. the weapons are a bit
gimmicky, but they're fun to use. and the levels are packed with secrets to find, and once you've unlocked the way to access them, you'll be rewarded with nice bonuses. sonic the hedgehog aliases olgilvie maurice hedgehog (fanon full name) relationships knuckles (friend)tails

(friend)eggman (enemy) biographical information marital status single age 15 status alive physical description species hedgehog height 100 cm (3'3) weight 35 kg (77 lbs) fur color blue appearances appears in sonic 1sonic 2sonic cdsonic 3sonic and knucklessonic adventuresonic adventure
2sonic heroesshadow the hedgehog (game)sonic '06sonic and the secret ringssonic unleashedsonic and the black knightsonic 4 episode 1sonic colorssonic lost worldsonic 4 episode 2sonic generationssonic mania+sonic forcessonic frontiers the game even has a relatively large set of levels

from the unreleased sonic generations beta. this offers some extra challenge for speedrunners, but don't worry, we'll discuss that in detail below. but while you can experience sonic generations in its full sonic 2 glory, there's another option that's been surprisingly overlooked - a 4k
remaster of the original sonic game. this is exactly what's included in the sonic generations re-release on pc and consoles. 5ec8ef588b
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